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Long-dated, high quality, illiquid credit
assets can be a great investment for DB
pension schemes. They typically offer
stable, contractual cashflows and inflation
linkage, which offset liabilities. In addition,
they tend to offer a return pickup over
equivalent liquid bonds.
This sounds like a great investment
opportunity but, as with most things, there’s
a catch: these assets come with several
subtle drawbacks.
In this report, we look at the relative
advantages and hidden challenges of these
assets to help you decide whether they’re
the right investment for your scheme.

Long-dated, high quality, illiquid credit assets1
can be a great investment for DB pension
schemes. Assets such as secured leases and
infrastructure debt offer stable cashflows that
offset liabilities. In addition, they can offer
inflation linkage – sometimes even LPI linkage
– as well as security against some assets and a
generally meaningful pickup over equivalent
liquid bonds; all of which are ideal in a CDI
(cashflow-driven investing) context. These
assets appear to offer the benefits of both
hedging and growth.
So why doesn’t every scheme do it? There are
a few reasons why a pension scheme might not
want to invest in this type of asset, which we’ll
explain in this report using secured leases as
an example. Note that these principles also
extend to other, similar asset classes.

1
Please note that this report focuses on long-dated investment grade
credit assets, which seem to offer both hedging and returns. Other
illiquid assets, such as private equity or SME debt, have very different
characteristics and seek to solve a different problem in portfolios.

WHY SCHEMES
MIGHT FIND
THESE ASSETS
ATTRACTIVE
The reasons for investing in these assets
are generally more intuitive than the more
nuanced arguments against them. That’s
not a bad thing – simpler things tend to be
more robust.

WHY SCHEMES
MIGHT FIND
THESE ASSETS
ATTRACTIVE

They are a source of
diversification
Firstly, all else being equal, the more
diversification the better: adding a
differentiated asset with a positive expected
return should improve a portfolio’s overall risk/
return profile. And while there is likely to be
some broad correlation between lease spreads
and general markets, it’s hard to see why there
wouldn’t be some diversification benefit.

They are longer dated
These assets can be available with 20+ year
time horizons, providing a natural match to
long-dated pension liabilities. This also means
that re-investment risk is far less of a problem,
which ties into the next point.

They provide
contractual returns
with better terms
From the perspective of a corporate bond
investor, these assets have a lot going for
them. They are usually secured, meaning that,
in the unlikely event of a default, the recovery
rate should be higher. And they typically come
with a spread greater than their liquid
equivalent, so you can earn more for a more
secure asset.
This is especially the case in the UK where the
broader credit market is not particularly liquid.
It also means that, in a CDI context, you get
more DTS (duration times spread), enabling
you (at least in theory) to “lock in” more of the
cashflows. Overall, you can get greater security
with lower re-investment risk than an
equivalent investment in corporate bonds.

WHY SCHEMES
MIGHT WANT
TO BE CAUTIOUS
The case for holding these assets seems
pretty strong. However, there are a number
of reasons why they might not be appropriate
for all schemes. Some are fairly simple, others
more complex, and a few relate to wider
issues with CDI strategies (which often seem
very attractive but carry some subtle risks).

WHY SCHEMES
MIGHT WANT
TO BE CAUTIOUS

There might not be a
need for them

Their returns are
often lagged

A well-funded scheme might not need to invest
in illiquid assets. Single sleeve illiquid assets
add complexity and require more governance
(which may well be an unnecessary burden).
Governance time is precious and there are
always competing demands for it. Depending
on where a scheme is on its journey, that
governance time may be better spent on
improving the hedge, negotiating contributions,
or preparing the scheme for buyout.

These assets often take a while to ramp up
and, if it takes too long to get money “in the
ground”, there’s a risk of missing out on the
return pickup. This can be particularly
pronounced during periods of relatively wide
credit spreads, when simply entering the
market quickly is the main driver of returns.

This is not a universal issue. For some
schemes, governance isn’t a key constraint,
and multi-asset solutions exist which can
remove a lot of the difficulties here.
Nonetheless, illiquidity is a complication
and may not always be a necessary one.

Of course, if you plan to hold an asset for
20 years, waiting a few months or a year to get
invested may be less of an issue. We’ll look at
why this is not quite so straightforward later
on though.

RELIABLE
OVER TIME
or a slower,

lower impact?
They’re long-dated
One of the advantages of these assets is that
they’re long-dated. But in some
counter-intuitive ways, that can also be a
challenge. This is because, in principle:
■

■

■

More can change over a longer time period;
A small change in yield or spread, multiplied
by a large duration, can have a large impact
on value. This can make the portfolio
deceptively risky; and
Longer-dated liquid credit instruments
have generally delivered lower excess
returns for more risk than their shorterdated equivalents.

If we look at the historic gross excess returns
(See Figure 1 and Table 1 overleaf) passive
investors would have realised from liquid credit,
we can see that, for both the US and the UK,
long-dated credit has performed worse than its
short-dated equivalent, despite generally higher
spreads. And, in both countries, the risk has
been higher.
There are a few reasons for this underperformance:
one being that secondary considerations (such as
the cost of downgrades), matter more for
longer-dated investments. We also caveat that the
lower volatility in UK assets could be a marking
issue, given the market is far smaller and less liquid.

Historic Excess Returns from Liquid Credit

It’s worth noting that high yield bonds have
materially outperformed US long-dated
corporates, with comparable levels of volatility.
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Figure 1 – Source: ML. Date: December 1996 – August 2020. Performance gross of
fees. Past performance is not indicative of future performance.
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RETURN

0.8%
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2.0%

VOLATILITY

4.0%

5.1%
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SHARPE RATIO

0.19

0.11

0.00
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Table 1 – Source: ML. Date: December 1996 – August 2020. Performance gross of
fees. Past performance is not indicative of future performance.

The rationale being that credit spreads have
generally over-compensated investors for
default losses at all rating levels. Essentially,
this means that a rating change is likely to lead
to a disproportionate move in value: this is
typically the case for “fallen angels”downgraded bonds still likely to pay out. If
fallen angels are good investments, selling
them (as a passive investment grade bond
holder would have to) should hinder
performance. It’s extremely difficult to separate
out these impacts historically, not least
because rating changes can lag behind the
market reaction to any triggering event.
However, if this is a material part of the
explanation for poor long-end performance,
that could be an advantage of illiquid assets
which would not have the same constraint.
Even if downgrades mean this case is
overstated, for funds who are not following a
CDI approach, the realised Sharpe ratios are
unlikely to make longer-dated credit assets
look attractive.

Of course, many of these issues may not matter
if you simply hold assets to maturity. Does that
mean you just get the value of the cashflows?
Not always! As we mentioned earlier, more can
change over a longer period. So while the
probability of a “safe” lender defaulting over the
near-term might be close to zero, through time
this can increase. The graph (right) shows
cumulative probabilities of default through time.
The key point here is that seemingly safe
investments can become increasingly risky as
markets change: think GE, AIG, Kodak and
Blockbuster. Looking forward, a reasonable
proportion of the secured lease market lends to
supermarkets. But could traditional
supermarkets, for example, lose out to Amazon
Fresh? They probably won’t, at least not any
time soon, but the risk of this happening
increases through time. This also applies to the
security – if the business ceases to be viable,
the security may well also be less valuable (for
example, an obsolete aeroplane).

Cumulative Default Probabilities by Rating
Cumulative Probability of Default

The risk of default
increases over time
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Figure 2 – Source data: Moody’s, calculations Redington.

The recent pandemic has also
highlighted that seemingly safe
companies and industries can
struggle, almost overnight. We can
think of Covid as something of a
Black Swan – a low-probability,
unpredictable, random event with
meaningful consequences. Over
any given year, an event like Covid
is reasonably unlikely. However,

over 20 or 30 years, you should
expect at least one dramatic
change to markets, whether that
be a pandemic, a war, a natural (or
human) disaster, a scientific
breakthrough, a societal
development, or something
completely different entirely. For
all varieties, you should expect
more of them the longer you wait.

A LONG-TERM
VIEW
a fixed approach?
or

They’re illiquid
Things change. And so you may want to
change your mind. Illiquid investments deny
you that choice. In this framework, an illiquidity
premium is effectively a premium for selling
options – specifically the option to rebalance
your portfolio, or to shift into higher-yielding or
safer investments as new opportunities arise
and the scheme’s position changes. For
example, investors lose the ability to allocate
between different tenors, sectors and ratings,
which can be a source of material alpha returns.
As a more concrete example, rental holiday
property assets generated massively reduced
cashflows during the Covid pandemic.
Schemes buying these assets for their
long-term returns may not have been too
concerned; but if a scheme had built a carefully
crafted CDI portfolio and had relied on those
cashflows, they would have had to find the

money elsewhere. And because the assets are
illiquid, adjusting the portfolio would have
been much harder.
Illiquidity fundamentally means giving up the
ability to change your mind (or your portfolio)
as the world changes around you. Even
investors with a very long-term horizon should
be wary of taking on too much illiquidity,
especially if it materially hampers their ability
to adjust their portfolios.
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Figure 3 – Source data: Shiller, calculations Redington.

This is particularly relevant in a DB pension
scheme context – most of whom hedge interest
rates. When rates are low, it is harder to earn
the same absolute level of return, therefore
schemes must rebalance between LDI and
growth assets to meet the required return.
However, should there be a large rise in rates,
schemes will need to disinvest (from growth
assets) to maintain their hedges. This is not a

problem as they won’t need as much invested
in growth assets. However, it is an issue when
illiquids are involved, since, by definition, they
cannot easily be rebalanced. And, of course,
the longer dated the investment, the more
rates are liable to move while the asset is held.
The graph above shows expected rate moves
over long periods, during which pension
schemes are likely to need to rebalance.

They might not be
sought-after by insurers
While insurers may hold similar assets, these
assets might not be buyout-friendly and
insurers may well prefer cash or liquid
instruments. Illiquid assets are hard to price
and require far greater due diligence on the
insurer’s part (requiring a longer lock-in period
and making the buyout process slower).
More than that though, individual insurers are
picky: they typically purchase these assets
through primary markets and even though an
insurer may turn out to be the highest bidder
for an asset, it might not be same insurer who
offers the best overall price for a buy-in
or buyout.
So, although insurers may eventually buy similar
assets, the process of moving to buyout is
much easier, and therefore more attractive to
insurers, if a scheme has simple, liquid assets.
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They’re not necessarily an
effective hedging asset
Illiquid assets are hard to price. As an example,
secured leases can be viewed as bonds that
don’t price like bonds – this means they don’t
offer mark-to-market protection.
An instrument offering stable cashflows over
20-25 years might have a duration of 8-10
years. However, a lease portfolio is unlikely to
gain 10% if rates fall by 100 basis points, simply
because they price much more in line with
property markets.
That may not seem relevant if the assets are
simply held to maturity. But there is still a risk
that the assets fail to do what they were
bought for, and we’ve seen this risk realised.
Historically, these assets have generally
performed well in absolute terms, but
performance has been disappointing when
accounting for the performance of a simple gilt
or linker hedge. This means that a scheme with
a lease portfolio as part of its hedge, therefore
holding a smaller gilt hedge, would have

enjoyed the lease asset performance but
lost out on the gilt returns. Meaning the
returns may look positive while the asset
actually hindered the portfolio.
Take the below graph as an illustration;
while UK property has enjoyed impressive
total returns of nearly 9% p.a. since 1986,
outpacing the FTSE 100, it has

underperformed long-end gilts over
the period. While this is a very rough
comparison, which in no way dismisses
neither property nor leases as an asset
class, it does question whether these
assets provide the holy grail of both
hedging and returns.
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Figure 4 – Source: MSCI and ICE. Date: December 1986 – July 2020. Performance gross of fees.
Past performance is not indicative of future performance.

CONCLUSIONS
While the attractiveness of long-dated,
high quality, illiquid credit assets is relatively
intuitive: they are reasonably safe,
cashflow-generating assets with a pickup
over corporate bonds. The drawbacks are
far more subtle.
While these assets can be a natural fit for
many pension schemes, they are not magic
bullets and will not be an appropriate
investment for all schemes. Therefore, it’s
important to be aware of the nuanced nature
associated with illiquid credit assets when
deciding whether an investment makes sense
for your scheme.
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